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Breakthrough Design
in Portable Propane
Backup Power
Generac’s LP3250 is the first portable propane generator to bring
together the benefits of liquid propane with an easy-to-transport
design. The result is a surprisingly compact and easily maneuverable
portable generator ideal for a variety of uses.
Until now, the only options available required the propane tank to be
separately carried, where it would then sit to the side of the generator

LP3250 PORTABLE GENERATOR

The Benefits of Liquid Propane
As consumers become more conscious of their green footprint, they
look for ways to use less fossil fuel, but ideally not at the expense of
convenience. For many applications, propane is the answer.
Benefits include:
SAFE, STABLE, LONG SHELF-LIFE - Unlike gasoline, it can be stored
indefinitely without deterioration, and safely transported without spillage.
READILY AVAILABLE - Used by millions to fuel everything from
furnaces to grills to fleet vehicles.
LOWER EMISSIONS - Emits low carbon monoxide and hydrocarbons
and fewer toxic pollutants than gasoline. Non-toxic and biodegradable.

while in use. The LP3250 incorporates a tank holder into the frame
itself, so the standard size 20 lb propane tank sits securely out of the
way. It eliminates the hassle of a stand-alone tank and the awkward
fuel line that goes along with it.
TTake the LP3250 along for outdoor events, camping or job site use,
or use it around the home for projects and emergency backup.
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SPECIFICATIONS
LP3250
Model #

6000

Running Watts

3250

Starting Watts

3750

Engine Size

212cc

Engine Type

Generac OHV

Low-Oil Level
Shutdown

Yes

Starting Method

Manual / Pull

Covered Outlets

Yes

Outlets

(2) 5-20R (20 Amp)120V
(1) L14-20R (20 Amp) twist-lock

Fuel Tank Type
and Size

20 lb propane tank
(sold separately)

Run Time at 50%

9.0 hours

Handles

Dolly-style, folding, locking

Wheels

9.5" Centerline style

First Oil Included

Yes

Emission Certified

EPA - 49 States

Warranty

2 Yr. Residential
1 Yr. Commercial

Dimensions

TANK FEATURES:

(Handle down)

secures 20 lb LP tank to unit
for easier and safer transportation

Product Weight

(without LP tank)

39.5" x 23.5" x 24.75"
137

20 lb tank provides 9.0 hour runtime, comparable to runtime of
same size portable gasoline generators

Conveniently located fuel line quickly connects to standard
size LP tanks

All portable specifications and models subject to change.
Please consult factory for availability.

GENERATOR FEATURES:
increase maneuverability;
handles fold down for compact storage

Wheel kit included
is a rugged 11/4" diameter
safeguards the engine from damage
are protected from the elements
provide overload protection
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